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Affidavit of Philip Moorman 

I, Philip Moorman, of the City of Ottawa, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. I am a witness to the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the 

Long-Term Care Homes System (the "Inquiry"). I have firsthand knowledge of the 

matters to which I hereinafter depose. When I do not have firsthand knowledge, I have 

identified the source of my information and belief and believe it to be true. 

2. I am an Appeals Specialist and Programs Consultant with the Long-Term Care Homes 

Inspections Division of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MHL TC), a position I 

have held since 2009, just prior to the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (L TCHA) 

coming into force. 

3. I have a BA in psychology and a Masters in Combined Education and Psychology. 

Before joining the MHL TC in 2001 , I worked in healthcare in a variety of areas, e.g., 
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youth addiction agencies and primary care and mental health agencies, both providing 

direct service and holding various management positions. 

4. As Appeals Specialist and Programs Consultant, my primary role is to coordinate 

Director's reviews of Inspector's orders. In addition, I am also responsible for a number 

of different issues and projects, including: 

• Policy development with respect to the creation of order templates, and the 

publishing and tracking of Director's Orders, Cease of Admission Orders, and 

Director Documentation; 

• Procurement (most recently in relation to Interim Management services); 

• Inter-Ministry and Inter-Branch consultations, most recently with the Fire 

Marshal's Office; and 

• Risk Management, assisting with the development and ongoing refinement, of 

the Long-Term Care Quality Inspection Program Risk and Performance 

Assessment (LRPA), now known as the LQIP Performance Assessment 

(LPA), as well as determining and reporting on quarterly rankings of homes 

under the LPA. 

5. In anticipation of testifying at the public hearings of the Inquiry, I have prepared a 

slide deck to discuss the Ministry's work in preparing a risk assessment framework 

of the L TC homes sector. Attached as Exhibit "A" to my affidavit is a copy of that 

slide deck [L TCI00072877]. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A RISK ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK FOR THE LONG-TERM CARE HOMES 

SECTOR 

6. At some point in 2011 , Tim Burns, the Director of the Performance Improvement 

and Compliance Branch (PICB) at that time, asked me to look into developing a 

risk management framework or a methodology for assessing risk in L TC homes, 

using available data and resources. 

7. In developing the risk framework, our goal was to ensure we used readily available 

data and a range of valid data elements. Risk assessments for L TC homes are 

based primarily, but not exclusively, on compliance history because the extent to 

which a home has complied with the L TCHA and Regulation is seen as a predictor 

of how it will do in the future. For example, if inspections reveal that a home has 

had a high number of non-compliances during an 18-month period, it is likely that 

this pattern will continue into the future, particularly over the next quarter. Similarly, 

if there have been a significant number of orders issued against a home, this may 

be indicative of risk in the home. 

8. To identify other risk factors for use in the risk management framework, I 

considered previous work that had been done by the MHL TC in the development of 

Risk Indicators for LTC homes, namely the Technical Report and the Early 

Warning System. Both of these projects predate my time at the MHL TC and, as a 

result, I was not involved in the process of preparing either of them. The Technical 

Report had identified that a number of RAl-MDS data elements would be valid 

indicators of risk in L TC homes. The Early Warning System had identified that 

compliance history and qualitative data about homes could be used to identify 
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homes that are at risk. Attached as Exhibit "B" to my affidavit are the Technical 

Report: Development of Indicators of Risk in Ontario Long-Term Care Homes, July 

2009 [L TCI00055582] and the Early Warning Procedure Manual [L TCI00055407]. 

9. I consulted regularly with the Health Analytics Branch, the technical experts in 

statistics and data analysis, as part of the development of the LRPA. By testing 

different possible models, the Health Analytics Branch helped determine the 

appropriate data elements, the algorithm for calculating overall scores for each 

home, the weighting of certain data and the appropriate thresholds for the various 

risk levels. Attached as Exhibit "C" to my affidavit is the Progress Report from June 

2012 discussing this work [LTCI00055579]. 

10. I worked with the Health Analytics Branch and with compliance branch staff to 

determine which data elements were valid predictors of risk in L TC homes. We 

wanted to craft a model for predicting risk or determining performance level that 

was based on available data: Inspection and Compliance data; RAl-MDS data 

(which is collected by the homes and then processed by the Canadian Institute for 

Health Information (CIHI)); data prepared as part of the Long-Term Care Homes' 

Service Accountability Agreement (LSAA) Compliance Report; and qualitative 

information known to the Service Area Office, governmental and non-governmental 

bodies concerning the homes. 

11. We sought to validate the data elements chosen by comparing "high risk" L TC 

homes identified by different versions of the risk model with a list of homes that 

were known, over the years, to be performing poorly. The Health Analytics Branch 
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used a statistical model to assess the correlation between the two groups of homes 

and, based on the level of correlation, expressed confidence that we had chosen 

appropriate data elements; the correlation between those two groups of homes 

was high enough to ensure confidence that we had chosen the appropriate data 

elements. 

FIRST VERSION OF THE RISK ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 

12. Based on my work and that of the Health Analytics Branch, a decision was made to 

use four sets of data in the original LRPA, which was first produced in November 

2013: 

(1) Compliance and Inspection data: 

• The compliance data covered a 12-month data period and included data 

on: 

o Number of inspections; 

o Number of findings of non-compliance; 

o Number of orders (meaning compliance orders or work and activity 

orders issued by Inspectors); 

o Number of complaint inspections leading to findings of non

compliance; and 

o Number of critical incident inspections (C ls) leading to findings of 

non-compliance. 

(2) RAl-MDS data 

• The RAl-MDS data, covering a three-month data period, measure: 
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o Incidence of worsening pressure ulcers; 

o Incidence of worsening pain ; and 

o Incidence of worsening resident behaviour. 

• The Health Analytics Branch assisted with the work of narrowing down 

which RAl-MDS indicators to use. In selecting these final three RAl-MDS 

clinical indicators, I also consulted with Carole Comeau, SAO Manager in 

Ottawa, and some of our Compliance Inspectors, to seek their clinical 

experience and advice. Their view was that worsening pain, pressure 

ulcers, or resident behaviour were valid indicators of risk as they show that 

a home is not managing care of residents well. 

(3) Long-Term Care Home Service Accountability Agreement (LSAA) 
Compliance Report 

• The LSAA Compliance Report is produced by the Health Data Branch of 

MHTLC. It was originally produced for the Local Health Integration 

Networks, which used it as a performance measure for L TC homes until 

2015. It covers a 36-month data period and identifies homes with non-

compliance in high risk areas. The high risk indicator areas are: 

o Injury that results in transfer or admission to hospital; 

o Medication incidents; 

o Missing resident; 

o Environmental hazards; 

o Infection Control; 

o Alleged/actual abuse/assault; 
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o Pressure ulcers; 

o Presence of daily physical restraints; 

o Weight loss management; 

o Continence care and bowel management; 

o Falls; and 

o Behavioural symptoms affecting others. 

• A L TC home with two consecutive orders in any of the high risk indicator 

areas is deemed to be "chronical ly non-compliant." A home's LRPA risk 

level can be moved from a Level 1 or 2 up to a Level 3 if the home is 

deemed "chronically non-compliant." 

(4) Qualitative data 

• The qualitative data factored into the LRPA are current as of the time the 

LRPA is produced. 

o Although the LRPA was designed in part to address a concern 

about the subjectivity of risk assessments that were based on 

anecdotal information and personal experience, the MHL TC wanted 

the new system to still include qualitative data, or so-called "soft 

data," reflecting the clinical judgment of Inspectors and Managers in 

the SAOs, and other information that reflects risk. There was a 

concern that numbers, or hard data alone, would not tell the whole 

story. 

o Qualitative data include information from banks, suppliers or other 

creditors that raises concerns about the home's operations. High 
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management turnover (e.g. three different Directors of Care in a 

year) may also be considered. Additionally, issues might be flagged 

by other regulators, such as the Fire Marshall or the Electrical 

Standards Authority. 

13. A two-step process was used to produce the LRPA report each quarter. First, the 

Health Data Branch converted the raw scores for the first two sets of data (the 

compliance and inspection data, and the RAl-MDS data) into percentile scores, 

resulting in the home's ranking in relation to other L TC homes. The Health Data 

Branch then used these percentiles to create an "overall score" for each home. 

The "overall score" is the median of the individual percentile scores. A home's 

overall score was what was used to determine the home's initial risk level under the 

LRPA, based on thresholds. 

14. The thresholds for the first version of the LRPA were as follows: 

• Level 1: Homes that fell below the 70th percentile (known as "substantially 

compliant"); 

• Level 2: Homes between the 70th and 85th percentile (known as "non

compliant - risk level moderate"); and 

• Level 3: Homes above the 85th percentile (known as "non-compliant - risk 

level high"). 

15. In the second step, I may have adjusted a home's risk level based on the 

information received in relation to the final two sets of data: the LSAA compliance 
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report and qualitative data. As noted above, the LSAA compliance report is created 

by the Health Data Branch. For the qualitative data, once I had completed a first 

draft of the LPA Report, I met with the SAOs to obtain any significant information 

they may have had that would indicate risk at a particular home, and considered 

any information the Ministry may have received from other regulators. 

16. If there were concerns identified, a home's initial risk level may have been moved 

up to another level. If significant concerns were identified, a home's risk level may 

have been moved up to Level 3. Once any adjustments were made, I created the 

final LRPA report. In the final report, a home is assigned one of the following levels: 

• Level 1: "substantially compliant"; 

• Level 2: "non-compliant - risk level moderate"; 

• Level 3: "non-compliant - risk level high");and 

• Level 4: revocation. 

17. Until December 2017, level 3 had two sub levels: category 1 and 2. Homes were 

ranked as Level 3 category 1 based on their overall score and/or significant 

concerns raised under "Qualitative Data." If these Level 3 homes also had a history 

of non-compliance with Director's orders, were subject to a Mandatory 

Management Order (MMO), or demonstrated an unwillingness or inability to comply 

with the Act or Regulation, they were put into Level 3 category 2. This allowed the 

Ministry to identify this higher risk sub-group in the LRPA report. 
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18. The first LRPA report was generated in November 2013. I understand that a copy 

of this report is DoclD L TCI00061278. 

MODIFICATIONS TO THE LRPA SINCE 2013 

19. In September 2015, the LRPA was modified by adding compliance data relating to 

Resident Quality Inspections (RQls) . In particular, the second version of the LRPA 

added two compliance data elements specific to RQI inspections: the number of 

RQI non-compliances and the number of RQI orders. The Health Analytics Branch 

was consulted with respect to the inclusion of the RQI data. After comparing 

different models, they determined that this data added to the LRPA's ability to 

determine risk level and they recommended against weighting the RQI data. 

20. At that same time, the method to calculate the "overall score" was changed. As 

recommended by the Health Analytics Branch, we changed the method to an 

average calculation from a median calculation. The Health Analytics Branch 

determined that it was appropriate to use an average as they had greater 

confidence that the data were normally distributed. As well , the RQI data elements 

were averaged to produce an RQI score, and the same was done for the CCF data 

elements and the RAl-MDS data elements. These three scores were then 

averaged to produce the overall score. I understand that a copy of the LRPA report 

from September 2015, which includes the RQI data, is DoclD LTCI00031564. 
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21 . In March 2016, in the third version of the LRPA, the data period for the Inspection 

and Compliance Data included in the LRPA was increased to cover an 18-month 

data period, as opposed to the previous 12. The thresholds for the four risk levels 

were also adjusted in this version in light of the addition of the RQI data. It was 

determined that the inclusion of RQI data brought most scores down slightly, and 

our management wanted to identify the same proportion of the worst performing 

homes as had been consistently included in the LRPA level 3 category in previous 

versions of the report, i.e. approximately 4% of the homes. 

22. The thresholds for the initial assignment of risk level were modified in this third 

version of the LRPA as follows: 

• Level 1: Homes below the 65th percentile (known as "compliant or 

substantially compliant"); 

• Level 2: Homes between the 65th and 80th percentile (known as "non

compliant - moderate risk level"); and 

• Level 3: Homes above the 80th percentile (known as "non-compliant - high 

risk level"). 

I understand that a copy of the March 2016 LRPA Report is DoclD LTCI00061281. 

23. In June 2016, there were minor formatting changes made to the LRPA report, in 

terms of the presentation of the data. 

24. In September of 2017, a fourth version was created. In this version, the LRPA was 

renamed the Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection Program Performance 

Assessment (LPA) and the risk levels became known as performance levels. 
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25. In December 2017, in the fifth and current version of the LPA, the performance 

levels were relabeled in plain language, knowing that the performance 

assessments were going to be made public in the near future: 

• Level 1: Changed from "substantially compliant" to "in good standing"; 

• Level 2: Changed from "non-compliant - risk level moderate" to "improvement 

required"; 

• Level 3: Changed from "non-compliant - risk level high" to "significant 

improvement required"; and 

• Level 4: Changed from "revocation" to "licence revoked." 

26. This version of the LPA also combined the two categories of level 3. 

THOUGHTS CONCERNING POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS OF THE COMPLIANCE DATA USED IN THE LPA 

27. In developing the LRPA/LPA, we wanted to ensure that a questionable score on 

one data element would not throw off the resulting risk assessment. We want to be 

able to distinguish a home that is having a short period of non-compliance from a 

home that is chronically non-compliant. While no methodology is perfect, I believe 

we have created , with the guidance of the Health Analytics Branch and expert 

advice, a robust model that assists in distinguishing homes that are substantially 

compliant and working to comply with the requirements of the L TCHA from those 

that are struggling to meet those demands. 

28. In developing the model, we tried to avoid overlap of data elements and removed 

many data elements from the original list on this basis. However, I acknowledge 

that there is still some double counting in the LRPA/LPA. For example, the model 
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includes the total number of findings of non-compliance in both RQI and CCF 

inspections, as well as the number of non-compliances arising out of complaint 

inspections and the number non-compliances arising out of Cl inspections. 

29. The LRPA/LPA does not distinguish between high risk and low risk findings of non

compliance. I acknowledge that a finding of non-compliance that does not directly 

relate to the quality of care provided to residents, or a finding that does not have a 

significant impact on resident care (e.g. , not posting the day's menu), may not 

correlate to risk to residents, however, it does indicate a failure to comply with the 

legislation. 

30. The LRPA/LPA does not weight the data in any way to account for the size of the 

home. While there has been a discussion about whether larger homes would 

generate more Cls (and thus more Cl inspections), it should be noted that some 

smaller homes have been identified as high risk homes. One of these small homes 

recently had its licence revoked. I have found that there is no substantial difference 

between large and small homes in terms of average level of risk or performance. 

31. Ultimately, 100% compliance with the L TCHA and Regulation is expected 

regardless of the home's size and location. While there may be more inspections in 

larger homes, the size of a home does not necessarily mean more findings of non

compliance. In addition, the number of inspections is part of the risk analysis but is 

only one data point, and, again, the breadth of data is such that it can mediate one 

questionable data point. 
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32. One inspection may include a large number of intakes. This has been particularly 

true in the past three to four years due to increased bundling of intakes. Although, 

for the purpose of risk analysis, I would prefer for one inspection to reflect one 

intake, I understand that that is not practical and that limited resources necessitate 

bundling. Furthermore, the number of inspections is only one data point. Bundling 

does not affect the number of findings of non-compliance or the number of orders, 

it affects the number of inspections and complaints. If bundling is happening in a 

similar manner at all homes, it will have a similar effect on the risk assessment 

across homes. 

33. If there was significant variation between the SAOs in terms of the number of 

compliance orders issued, this could have an impact on the risk/performance 

assessment model. However, I believe there is less variation between SAOs today 

in terms of the orders issued than ever before. Variation between SAOs has 

received some attention, most recently by the Auditor General, and a lot of work 

has been done to ensure that policies and practice are consistent. 

34. The LRPA/LPA reports, once generated, provide a snapshot of how a L TC home is 

doing at a particular point in time. Importantly, there is a data lag of three months 

before the Report is produced; the data period for each data set evaluated ends 

three months before the LPA is prepared. The one exception is the qualitative 

data, which we consider at the time the LPA report is being produced. 

35. The Branch is committed to constantly improving the LRPA/LPA model. The hope 

is that the next version of the LPA will allow for differentiation between "high risk" 
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and "low risk" orders; in the current model all orders are given the same weight, 

regardless of risk. There has been discussion regarding the addition of certain 

RAl-MDS data and more financial data, as well as automating the generation of the 

LPA report, as this would allow for a more sophisticated trend analysis. 

Use OF THE RISK/PERFORMANCE LEVEL TO DETERMINE IF A L TC HOME REQUIRES AN 

INTENSIVE OR RISK-FOCUSED RQI 

36. Since the fall of 2016, homes that are classified as level 1 receive a "Risk-Focused 

ROI" annually which draws on a smaller sample of residents and inspects on fewer 

issues than the traditional, or "Intensive Risk-Focused ," RQI. The "Intensive Risk-

Focused" RQI is conducted only once every three years in level 1 homes. Homes 

classified as level 2 or 3 will receive the "Intensive Risk-Focused ROI" annually. 

RISK LEVELS OF CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK, MEADOWPARK LONDON AND TELFER 
PLACE 

37. In preparation for testifying at the public hearings for the Inquiry, I have reviewed 

the risk levels assigned from November 2013 through September 2017 to the three 

homes where Elizabeth Wettlaufer was working when she committed the offences: 

Caressant Care Woodstock (CCW), Meadowpark London (MP) and Telfer Place 

(TP). Attached as Exhibit "D" is a document excerpting the data for each of these 

homes from each LRPA and LPA report produced in this period [L TCI00072878]. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Toronto, on July 27, 2018 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)~~~~~~~-1-~~~~~~ 

Philip Moorman 
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L TCI00072877 

Evidence of Philip Moorman 

Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection 
Program Performance Assessment (LPA) 

July/Aug 2018 



Context L TCI00072877 

Key Facts 
• Initially known as the Long-Term Care Home Quality Inspection 

Program Risk and Performance Assessment Report (LRPA) 

• Developed in 2011/2012 as an internal resource to: 
o Identify/monitor issues in L TC homes that may pose serious 

risk to resident care; 
o Assist in the allocation of ministry inspection resources to 

identified homes accordingly 

• First report was produced November 2013; published quarterly 
since then 

o Reports have improved over time - now on Version 5 

• Performance results have been made public, as of April 2018 



How the LPA is used L TCI00072877 

Informs and supports L TC Inspections Branch risk management 
approach: 

../ Assists Service Area Offices (SAOs) in prioritizing and scheduling 
inspections, especially Resident Quality Inspections (RQI) and 
the allocation of staff resources 

../ Supports evaluation of strategies to respond to L TC homes that 
demonstrate repeat and multiple non-compliance (e.g. , 
enforcement strategies, operational meetings with Licensees) 

../ Provides decision support for the ministry in the roll out of new 
programs to L TC homes 

../ Enables development of customized risk reports for L TC Homes; 
i.e.: L TC home chains 



Criterial for Selecting Data Elements 

In selecting data elements to assess risk to resident care, potential 
data elements were judged against the following criteria: 

• Specific -7 Concisely represent an area of risk 

• Reliable -7 Data can be consistently and accurately collected 

• Valid -7 Poor performance on indicators is correlated with an 
actual or potential threat to resident care 

• Accessible -7 Is available to L TC Inspections Branch 

LTCI00072877 



Data Element #1 L TCI00072877 

Compliance/Inspection Data 

(raw numbers converted to percentiles) 

• Number of inspections 

• Number of findings of non-compliance 

• Number of inspector-issued orders 

• Number of complaints leading to findings of non-compliance 

• Number of critical incidents (Cls) leading to findings of non
compliance 

Data Period 

•!• November 2013 to March of 2016 - period =12 months 

•!• March 2016 to present - period = 18 months 



Data Element #2 LTCI00072877 

• Incidents of worsening pressure ulcers 

• Incidents of worsening pain 

• Incidents of worsening resident behaviour 

RAJ-MOS data is submitted by L TC homes to Canadian Institute 
for Health Information (CIHI) and is available to MOHL TC 

Data Period 

•!• Quarterly (i.e. 3 months) 



Data Element #3 L TCI00072877 

Long-Term Care Home Service Accountability Agreement 
(L-SAA) Report 

• Reports Compliance Indicator Status of the home as either 
substantially compliant in high risk areas or chronically non
compliant in one or more high risk areas by looking at compliance 
history 

• A home that has two consecutive orders in any of the any of the hig 
risk indicator areas is deemed to be chronically non-compliant. 

• High risk indicators: 

• Injury that results in 
transfer or admission 
to hospital 

• Medication incidents 
• Missing resident 

•!• 36 months 

• Environmental 
hazards 

• Infection 
Control 

• Alleged/actual 
abuse/assault 

• Pressure ulcers 
• Presence of 

daily physical 
restraints 

• Weight loss 
management 

Data Period 

• Continence care 
and bowel 
management 

• Falls 
• Behavioural 

symptoms affecting 
others 



Data Element #4 L TCI00072877 

• High leadership turnover (Administrator, DOC) 

• Financial challenges (i.e. information from creditors, banks, 
risk of receivership) 

• Reports from other governmental bodies (i.e. Office of the 
Fire Marshal, Ministry of Labour, Electrical Safety Authority) 

• Issuance of Director Orders 

• Issuance of Mandatory Management Order 

• Director Referrals 

Data Period 
•!• Approximately last 3 months of current relevant 

information 



Risk Levels L TCI00072877 

LRPA (Nov 2013 to Dec 2017) 

• Level 1: Compliant or Substantially ~ 

Compliant ~ 

• Level 2: Non-compliant I moderate 
risk 

• Level 3: Non-compliant I high risk 
•Category 1 
•Category 2 

• Level 4: Revocation of Licence 

LPA (Dec 2017 to Present) 

•Level 1: In Good Standing 

• Level 2: Improvement Required 

• Level 3: Significant Improvement 
Required 

• Level 4: License revoked 



Level 1 - Substantially Compliant 

LTC Home 

Criteria for level one 

0 Overall score below the 70th percentile 

0 LSAA report: not chronically non-compliant 

0 Qualitative data: no significant concerns 

Possible ministry actions 

• Standardinspection 
processes in place 

• RQI - Risk-Focused 
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Level 2 - Non-Compliant /Moderate Risk 

LTC Home 

Criteria for level two homes 

D Overall score in 70th to 85th percentile 

D LSAA report: not chronically non
compliant 

D Qualitative data: moderate concerns (i.e. 
Fire Marshal, Financial solvency) 

Possible Ministry actions 

• Additional focus and follow-up through 
existing and enhanced enforcement 
mechanisms: 

o Frequent inspections and follow-ups on 
Orders 

o SAO Initiated Inspection to determine if 
additional areas of risk are evident in 
L TC Home or ministry initiates an RQI 
earlier in the year 

• Meeting arranged by SAO Manager/Senior 
Manager with the Licensee to discuss 
Ministry concerns re: compliance and 
Licensee's proposed response 

• Meeting arranged by Ministry with LHIN 

• Director Order 

• RQI - Intensive Risk-Focused 
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• 

• 

Level 3 - Non-Compliant /High Risk 

L TC Home (Category 1) 

Criteria for level three homes 
0 LSAA report: not chronic non-compliance 

0 Overall score 85th percentile or higher 

OR 
0 Overall below 85th percentile 

0 LSAA report: chronic non-compliance 

0 Qualitative data: significant concerns 
(i.e. Fire Marshal, Financial solvency) 

L TC home will move to Category 2 if: 

Non-compliance with Director Orders to do 
operational review to develop improvements to 
achieve and sustain compliance with Orders 
in high risk areas 

Licensee demonstrates through continued non
compliance that they are unable/unwilling to 
comply with Inspector and Directors Orders 

NOTE: As of December 2017, categories 1 and 2 combined 

Possible Ministry actions 

• Internal meeting with Director/SAO and 
Licensee to discuss compliance issues 
with Licensee 

• LHIN Performance Discussion with 
Licensee (may be combined with 
MOHL TC meeting with licensee) 

• Director's Orders issued unless homes 
moves voluntarily to resolve the issues 
by conducting their own operational 
review 

Additional actions for category 2 homes 

• Require home to submit a plan to the 
Director to achieve compliance by 
Management Company or consultant; and 
to implement that plan 

• Management company and/or consulting 
assistance through the issuance of a 
Director's Mandatory Management Order 
in accordance with L TCHA 
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Level 4: Revocation 

• Issue Revocation Order where grounds exist in accordance with L TCHA 

• Issue Order for Interim Manager to be put in place while residents are re
located and home is closed in accordance with L TCHA 

• Director I SAO Manager meet with Residents/Families and Staff 

• Conduct Inspections to monitor care and services, as required 
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Improvements to the LPA L TC100072877 

Version 1 = 
November 2013 

Version 3 = 
March 2016 

• Adjust threshold level: level 
1 = < 65th percentile; level 
2 = 65th-80th percentile ; 
level 3 = > BOth percentile 

• Data period for compliance 
data extended to 18 
mr nths 

Version 3.1 = 
June 2016 

Version 2 = 
September 2015 

• Change: format of 
report 

• Added two compliance data 
elements specific to RQI 
inspections: Number of non
compliances and Number of 
Orders 

• Use averages rather than 
median to calculate total 
RQI, CCF, RAl-MDS 
percentiles and Overall 
Score 

Version 4 = 
September 2017 

• Added two new SA Os -
Central East and 
Central West 

• Report re-titled to 'LQIP 
Performance 
As~ssment' (LPA) 
repr rt 

Version 5 = 
December 2017 
• New descriptive language for Performance 

Levels: 
o Level 1: In good standing 
o Level 2: Improvement required 
o Level 3: Significant improvement 

required 
o Level 4: Licence revoked 
• Addition of new Qualitative information 

criteria: Level 3 homes moved down to 
level 2 if home recently complied with 
orders; Level 2 homes moved up to 
level 3 if it was determined there was 
an increased risk 

• 
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Introduction 

Early Warning System 

The Early Warning System is designed to bring together current data and information to 
better understand risk in L TC homes and to develop consistent approaches to action 
based on that risk. 

The Early Warning System is one of the priority initiatives being undertaken as part of 
the Complfance Transformation project. The mandate of fhe Compliance Transformation 
program is to build a practical and accountable outcome focused and risk sensitive 
compliance inspection program that has the trust of stakeholders and the public. As the 
first phase of the Compliance Transformation program, one of the main goals of the 
Early Warning System will be to establish a mechanism that will trigger appropriate and 
timely actio11s that will minimize risk issues within the homes. A priority will be to use a 
standard set of criteria to assess the risk issues and develop a consistent approach to 
monitoring and risk mitigation across the province. 

Purpose of the Manual 

The purpose of this document is to provide compliance staff, particularly new staff, with 
a description of the program and a guide to using the Early Warning System on line. It 
should be used in conjunction with the Compliance Management Program, Long~Term 
Care Homes in Ontario, Operational Manual (April 2008). 

Benefits of the Early Warning System 

• Helps to standardize the approach to compliance risk assessment 
• Provides automated and consolidated home information 
• Identifies or flags early potential problems/risks In homes 
• Provides comparative history of homes at the provincial and regional levels 
• Provides the ability to monitor both positive and negative trending in a home. 
• Improves inspection time 

Early Warning System Triggers 

Key Indicators 
Critical Incidents 
Other Indicators 
Qualitative data 

Key Indicators (Kl) 

Key Indicators· consist of one or more 'Unmets' that have been grouped together to flag 
potential risk issues. There are 36 Key Indicators. Examples of Key Indicators (Kl) 
include issues around Safety and Security, Assessment Planning and Care Delivery, 
Unplanned Weight Change, Incontinence, Restraints, Medication Errors, Residents' 
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Rights, 24/7 RN Coverage, Pressure Ulcers, Hygiene and Groorning, Infection Control 
and Pain and Discomfort. 

The Key Indicators can be found on the Compliance Smart Client (CSC) as well as in the 
Appendices. 

Critical incidents (Cl) 

A Critical incident is an occurrence that poses a potential or actual risk to the safety, 
security, welfare and /or health of a resident or staff member, or to the safety and 
security of the home, which requires action by the staff. Examples of Critical lncid~nts 
(Cl) include, Alleged and or Actual Abuse or Assault, Unexpected Death, a Missing 
Resident, Injury that Results in a Transfer or Admission to Hospital. 

A listing of Critical Incidents and definitions can be found on the CSC as well as ln the 
Appendices. 

Other lndicato1·s 

Other Indicators refers to the number of other "Areas of Non-Compliance" (ANC) and the 
number of verified complaints leading to unmets. This data will automatically populate on 
the Early Warning System (EWS) 

Qualitative Data 

There are a number of circumstances and situations when a home is being assessed 
that will require the perspective and judgment of compliance staff to determine whether 
risk or potential risk exists. Staffing turnover within a quarter or the rate of management 
turnover, for example would be areas where judgment and the knowledge of the home 
would come into play. Twenty-four/seven RN coverage, CMI Issues and known critical 
incidents not reported would also fall into this category. 

Guiding Principles 

While a priority of the Early Warning System is to use a standard set of criteria to assess 
risk issues, there is an equally important role for using clinical judgment and expertise 
when completing an EWS report. A complete picture of risk in a l1ornewould involve the 
observation of residents, family members, staff, general trends and the history of the 
home. 

Compliance History 

The Early Warning System captures a home's compliance history by assigning certain 
levels based on a numeric score that is based on the compliance advisor's analysis and 
experience with the home. For example: 

• A level 1 would apply to a home that had no previous citations within the last 
year. 
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• A level 2 home might have one or more unrelated 'non-compliances' in the last 
three years, 

• A level 3 home could have one or more related non-compliances in the last three 
years. 

• A level 4 would indicate ongoing non -compliance with a voluntary plan of 
correction (VPC). Despite action/issuance of a VPC and /or a compliance order 
(CO), the operator continues to be in non-compliance with the original area of 
non-compliance on the third inspection. 

• A level 5 home would indicate multiple areas of non compliance (related and 
unrelated) during the last three years. 

• A level 6 would indicate serious obstruction where the responsible person might 
be providing false or misleading information, hindering or obstructing a Ministry 
employee, refusing to furnish required information, or including false or 
misleading information In any required document. This also includes sltuations in 
the last three years where a responsible perso11 has prevented an inspector from 
conducting inspections for the administration of ministry legislation, requiring an 
inspector to obtain a judicial order to carry out the inspection. 

Scope and severity are measured for all Key indicators (Kls), Critical incidents (Cls), 
Qualitative data and Compliance History. Scope ranges are from 1 ~3, severity ranges 
are from 1- 4. Definitions for the various levels of scope and severity are found on the 
bottom of the Early Warning template (Excel spreadsheet) and ih the Appendices. 

Analysis 

Having completed the review of the Early Warning System Triggers, ( Kls, Cls, Other · 
Indicators and Qualitative Data), the system will provide you with a Total Sub Score. 
When the Compliance History of the home is factored in (see point system at bottom of 
the Early Warning template (Excel spreadsheet) and in the appendices, the system will 
provide you with a total risk score. 

The risk analysis will be done before the home's annual inspection or at any point If 
there are concerns about a home due to the escalation of issues and the severity of 
issues in the home. 

Although the system is technology based and depends on a standard set of criteria to 
assess. risk, the importance of sound clinical judgement cannot be emphasized too 
strongly when a risk· analysis is done on a long-term home. 

Roles and Responsibilities of Compliance Staff 

The SAO manager is responsible for the implementation of the EWS, and regular 
oversight of the ·system and its effectiveness in determining risk. The SAO manager is 
also responsible for providing ongoing support and consultation to compliance staff. 

The role of the Con'\pliance Advisors is to review the quality of care In LTC homes and 
determine situations of risk and potential risk in the homes under their jurisdiction. As the 
primary contact for the L TC homes, Compliance Advisors will be responsible for 
regularly reviewing homes and completing a Home Risk Analysis report prior to an 
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annual inspection. The CAs, based on clinical judgment will update t11e Home Risk 
Analysis report as required; for example, if there has been frequent management 
turnover or if there is a significant change in the total number of Critical Incidents and/or 
Key Indicators. It is the responsibility of the CA to make appropriate referrals to the 
specialty disciplines and to keep the SAO manager informed of situations of potential 
risk. 

Specialty Disciplines such as Dietary Advisors and Environmental Health Advisors 
have an important role to play in the ongoing success of the EWS. They should be 
available to consult with their colleagues by phone and/or email if personal contact is not 
possible. 

A Home Risk Analysis should be completed at least one week prior to an annual 
inspection to allow time for the Compliance Advisor to consult with the appropriate 
Specialty Discipline and for the DA and or/ EHA to gather the necessary material on the 
home being reviewed. 

It is tt1e responsibility of the Compliance Advisor and Specialty Disciplines to inform the 
Administrative Assistant (AA) within five working days of any Area of Non Compliance 
(ANC) or unmet criteria issued following a home review. The AA is responsible for 
entering the ANC information on FMIS within two working days. 
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Navigating the System 

The Early Warning System is located ·on the Smart Client collaboration site-SharePoint. 

Logon to: http://PICB.MOH.gov.on.ca/default.aspx 

What you will see 

Home Page 

Select your particular SAO 
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Early Warning System Access 

To access the Early Warning Page, click on Early Warning Indicators which is located on 
the left side menu under the Lists section. 

Sr.'4chl0< 
: oil~1 l•mr. 
i ~11.cl@! 
; Cl!wi.r!! 
! ~!!.!Ji! 
:,~ 

Early Warning Page 

The Early Warning page contains a summary of 
(a) All L TC homes in the province 
(b) Document Library at the bottom of the page with the home risk analysis reports 

All L TC Homes 
All homes can be viewed by ~Region, Home Name, total of Key Indicators (Kl) and 
Critical Incidents (Cl), compliance staff name and date of last analysis. 

To view a specific SAO, click on any of the SAO tabs located at the top of the 
screen. The Early Warning Page will remain the same except that only the homes in 
that SAO will be viewable. The default sort on the Early Warning Page will be the Total 
column in descending order, with the option of sotiing by any other column, e.g. Advisor. 

Document Library 
The Document Library is located at the botton1 of the Early Warning Page. This is where 
all saved Home Risk Analysis reports are stored and where you will work. In the 
provincial view a folder for each SAO will be visible and will include the applicable 
reports. In the SAO views the files will be listed with the rnost recently saved report at 
the top. 
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Under Home Risi< Analysis Report section, the "New" button enables you to create a 
new report. The other settings (Upload, Actions and Settings) are for administrative use. 
This section contains (home name, modified date and time, modified name and version 
document). See figure below. 
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Creating a New Early Warning Report 

The Early Warning Page will be used as a monitoring tool for the SAO Managers and 
Compliance Staff {CS) The SAO Managers will review the homes in their SAO monthly 
meetings. The compliance staff, using their judgment and knowledge of the home, are to 
review each of their homes on a regular basis. If there Is a change or increase in the 
Total Cl/Kl noticed this should be a trigger for further investigation on that home. 

After reviewing the Early Warning Page, if the SAO manager/compliance staff feels that 
a more detailed look at the home is required they would then click the 'New' button. 
This will generate a Home Risk Analysis Report When the 'New' button is pressed an 
excel spreadsheet will appear. This is an Early Warning template (e.g. just as in 
Microsoft Word, when you open a new document, it appears as document 1) 
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Select the home to be worked on from the Early Warning Page list of homes. The 
template or worksheet will automatically populate with home data (e.g. number of visits 
2007- YTD). 

Select Scope and Severity from the drop down menus to determine scope and severity 
based on the shown data and your experience with the home. Comments are to be 
added under Notes. To clear the report and start again, click the "reset" button. 

Complete the analysis for Key Indicators. Select the Scope and Severity ratings from 
the drop down menu. The score and the sub-total will automatically calculate. Scroll 
down to Critical Incidents and repeat the process. 

Scroll to Other Indicators. Data will automatically populate. Finally scroll down to 
Qualitative Data. Complete the column (yes/no, except critical incident zero reported 
home), Scope, severity and note (as appropriate). The Qualitative Sub-total score will 
automatically populate. If you make an error, or change your mind, under the "Yes/No" 
column you must manually re-set the score column. The formula is (yes =1 , no= 0). 

To review the definitions of any of these areas, refer to the tabs at the bottom of the 
worksheet or you can ciici< on the red arrow at the top right hand corner of the field. 

The tab entitled Definition of Terms will provide the step by step process for completing 
Kls, Cls Other Indicators and Qualitative Data 
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Compliance History 
Click on the arrow for compliance history levels and determine the score based on your 
analysis and experience with the home, Enter the number in the column. 

Analysis 
Having completed the above, the system will provide you with a Total Score. Next steps 
will be determined by the score. For example, a Total Score of 35 would indicate that the 
home is at moderate risk and would be subject to a visit within the next six-months. 

How the scoring works: 

Points 0-30: This is considered to be a home with low risk issues and would be subject 
to the normal monitoring process e.g., an annual review. 

Points 31-75: This is considered to be a home with moderate risk issues and it would be 
subject to a visit within a six month period. 

Points 76-125: This is considered to be a home with high risk issues and a visit should 
be scheduled witf1in three months depending on the nature of the issues 
identified. 

Points 126+: This is considered to be a home with extreme risk issues and a visit 
should be scheduled within one month depending on the nature of the 
issues Identified. 

If there are three or more l<ey risk areas identified with a severity score of 3 then a visit 
will be scheduled within three months. 

The above has the following caveats: 
1 )_If immediate jeopardy (e.g., a severity score of 4) irrespective of the scope of the 
issue, then a visit is to be scheduled within one month. Timing within that month will 
depend on the seriousness of the issue and the potential risk and will be scheduled in 
consultation with the Manager. 
2) If at any time there are significant concerns of compliance staff relating to the risl< in 
the home, no matter what the scoring is of the template, then the staff person needs to 
consult with the Manager regarding a potential visit. 
3) Visits would be conducted by the discipline who issues the risk related unmet. 
Additional specialty discipline staff may also be required to attend where there is a 
requirement for the expertise of the specialty discipline. Decisions on the makeup of the 
team, if th~t is required, will be made in consultation with the Manager. 
4) No de-escalation allowed ~e.g. home is at a particular level and there is a jump, it 
must go to the next level and you must act accordingly · 

The SAO manager /compliance staff will document the Next Visit in the appropriate 
fields based on the Total Risi< Score. If the reason for the decision is not obvious based 
on tl1e instructions, the reason for the decision when and if a visit is made shollld be 
documented in the Reasons for decision field. 
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:i Save Your Work 

Click on File and select Save AS 
The Save AS box will appear. The location you are to save in will be pre populated. 
In the field File Name enter the name of the file using the following sta.ndard naming 
convention: the Home Name and Date YYYYMMDD 

Click on Save 
The file has now been saved in the Document Library on the Early Warning Page. 

Then, go to the top of the page and under Last Analysis, enter the date. 

Click Save. 
Note: If you are interrupted while working on your report, save the document (Home 
name and date), but do not enter the date under last Analysis" on the Early Warning 
Page. You can return anytime to complete your work. Clicl< on the home name/date 
when you are satisfied the report is done, save and add the date to the Last Analysis 
column. 

Print a copy of the Home Risk Analysis and place it in the home file. 

The Home Risk Analysis Report will also be completed for each home prior to an 
annual visit, as well as anytime the CA feels it is necessary. 

The Early Warning Report will be accessible. by identified persons within the PICB with 
no viewing restrictions (i.e. everyone can see all homes). It will be used for information 
and reporting purposes, as well as for the generation of ad hoc and annual Home 
Analysis Reports. This report will be completed by the Compliance Staff (CS) including 
input from Compliance, Dietary and Environmental Advisors. 
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Appendix A: Field Definitions 

SAO -Service Area Office (SAO) the home belongs to 

Home - Home Name as shown in Facilities Monitoring Information Systems (FMIS) 

Total Kls- Key Indicators reported in the previous year and year to date .(beginning Jan 1) 

Total Cls- Critical Incidents reported in the previous year and year to date (beginning Jan1) 

Total - the sum of Kls and Cls column 

Advisor- Compliance Staff (CS) assigned to the Home 

Last Analysis- the most recent date a Home Analysis Report is completed- this field needs 
to be manually updated whenever a report is saved. 

Last Visit~ most recent Compliance visit that was done in the previous three years 

# of Visits YTD -a count of visits year to date 

Last Annual- most recent Annual that was done in the previous three years 

Enforcement Vis.its- count of enforcement visits in the Last Year and YTD 

# OU > 90 days - any unmet outstanding longer than 90 days from current month 

Operational Beds - number of licensed or approved beds minus beds irr abeyance 

CMI- current Case Mix Index 

MOS - When a Home started MDS implementation the mm/yy will be displayed, and if it has 
not started 'No' will be displayed 
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Appendix B: Key Indicators 

r------------------ - ·- - -·-- -----·---·--···-··•••••••••••N•<•••<••••••<•O oOOo O•OOOO<OOOoOOo-ooOoooOOoo,_,,,oooOo-0.oo ___ _ ,, .,_ __ ~ ... ~--------

SAFETY AND SECURITY 

. ··-··---··---··-.. --·.,.······---·-·····--·--·-·-·--·-····--·--···--···-·-·····--·····-·-·······-········-·····--·-·--···-·--- - ------------! 
Each resident's environment shall be maintained to minimize safety and security 

B3.16 risks. Action shall be taken to protect each resident from identified potentially 

·-···----·····-··············· ... h.?..?'.~~cJ..~~.'~-.~~!'?..~!.~.Q.12.~~i.~.C?.n.sEt!9E!~ . .?_nd ~.9..l:!.i2!~~DJ~-·--·--·------------
M 3.3 Safety systems shall be in place and policies, procedures and practices sl1all be 

im pf eme nted to ident~~D.1-~lQ!!!1 .. ~~_J~-~~!.~~-t9_!_sl§_i9.~.1J.t.~.L.?..!§lf.f...§.D.~ .. Y!?J!9rs _:. __ ............. . 

B3.61 When transferring or positioning a resident, staff shall use safe transferring and 

·-··-,.-.• - ...... M.... 2.2?.Ltl°-n.in9 .. !~_'2bn!g~~~-~.Q..~_9.!:!.!P!!.!~~'lt: ___ _ 
ASSESSMENT, PLANNING AND CARE DELIVERY 

>--··-·----···-··- -Each ... resident's care and service needs shall be reassesse .. dat leastq·u·arter·i~l-i3'nc:r--
B1 .6 whenever there is a change in the resident's health status, needs or abilities (See 

r------~~~.L--·-----·--·-· ······ ·-····················-·•-'•• • ><><··•"""""' ' """'-.. ~---·-----····------------< 

82.6 
Each resident's plan of care shall be reviewed and where necessary revised, at 
least quarterly, by the physician, nursing staff, the die titian or food service 

,__. _ ____ .,...~uRervisor, and other care team members as aQ2iQQd_~~---··-···--···-···············-·-· ···-·----

82.4 

Each resident's plan of care shall reflect his/her current strengths, abilities, 
preferences, needs, goals, safety/security risks, and decisions including advance 
directives provided by the resident or any substitute decis.ions provided by the 
lawfully authorized person. The plan of care shall give clear directions to staff 

......................... -- -~ovidi~l.?..l......--- -------·-······--···········-
UNPLANNED WEIGHT CHANGE 
1---~-----------------· ............................................. ,, .................................... --... - ---............... -----1 

B3.23 Each residentshall receive nutritional care according to his/her assessed needs 
·-·-------· .. ·----..... ~r.!9._f.n._(?,~~.~.f.~~ ... ?.h.~.1.l..~.~ ... !~ .. ~-~!:! . ..t2JQ~Dtify . ..?..Q9 addf~~-~-£2Ioblems related to nutrition. 

83.24 

83.25 

Each resident's height shall be recorded on admission and his/her weight shall be 
measured and recorded on admission and subsequently at least monthly. 
Changes in weight shall be eva\.\:!~!§l_~L~Q_q ... c.i.s~.!.~.r.i ... ~-h..i?!u_p_e ta.ke~-~s required. 

The food and fluid intal<e of each resident who is identified at nutritional risk shall 
be monitored and steps shall be taken !Q..addr~~Pl.~~?_'ll~~---·-···---------·--·-··-·--········-···--···· 

P1 .27 Dietary services shall be organized to provide nutritional care according to 
residents' needs, consistent with their J?..laf!~~J..9...a_re_. _____________ --1 

INCONTINENCE 
... ~;··~a-·-·····rEach' .. residenTsh'ailbeclean and dry wfth every effort made to maintain dignity, 

-. ........... '.................. 92mfort ~mdj1J..~~en_9~D.2..~----··-···--------------------1 
RESTRAINTS 

----···--·-r-------------------------·------------·----·-
A resident shall not be restrained unless there is an Identified risk of injury to 

A 1.12 him/her or others, and other alternatives have been considered and have been 

·····---··-·····--·· .. fQ.l.~Q9JQ . .!?~J!'~.ff~g_t!Y~ .. ···-----------------------< 
A1 .13 The decision to continue the use of a restraint as well as the type of restra int shall 

be re-evaluated prior to each af?P.~!£~J!9..'J ... 9EU:t.t:1_9..~:!:9.9.i.r:i.9 .. ~.a..~~8-:.... •. ~-----··-··----·-····--· .. ----
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A physical restraint may applied to a resident on the direction of a registered 
nurse where there is an 

be 
imm 
nt s 
s of 

ediate risk of injury to him/her or others. The rationale 
for the use of the restrai hall be documented. Physician's verbal order shall be 
obtained within 12 hour the restraint application and documented, and the 
resident's care plan sha revised. 
The use of a physicalre 

II be 
stra 
ng t 
ume 
nterd 

int may be continued only on the written orderof a 
physician who is attendi he resident. The type of restraint and orders for 
application shall be doc nted on the resident's record and reviewed at least 
quarterly followi!J.9_ the i isci~linar~ t~~!.1 conference. ··-
Where it is considered n ece 

be iJ 
ea 
pol 

ocu 
time 

ssary to restrain a resident, the least restrictive 
measure~-~h?!.~~ always 
A restraint in use shall b 

sed. 
pplled to ·a--r'e'Sident according to m'anufucturers' 

SQecification ar)_d facilit}.'. 
Restraint use shall be d 

ic~. 
rnented for tT1e .. period it fa in use. At a rninimum, there 

shall be a record of the of application and removal as well as the resident's 
resp~.rise . ·-··· .. '·-· -... ---- --·----Minimum interventions f hysically restrained residents shall include but not be or p 

fo 
ease 
3.41 

limited to, hourly checl<s monitor the resident's safety, comfort and position of 
the restraint and the rel and repositioning every two hours when the resident 
is a~.~J~!LlSee B3.40, 8 ... . .!~~:.~4) -·--- -·-·-·-···-·--
When a restrained resid is sleeping, minimum Interventions shall include but 
not be limited to hourly ks to monitor the resident's safety, comfort, and the 

..... .R9_sition of the !~~trall)t ( .40, 83.4,;!.§!.l.d B3.44). 

ent 
chec 
83 .... ...-- _,_, ..... ,, .. ___ 

MEDICATION ERRORS 
..--·----

C1 .14 

C1.17 
~~···-····--· 

C1.19 

C1.20 

-·-
Medications, prescriptio nan 

res 
nur 
ds o 

d approved non-prescription drugs and biologicals 
may be administered to 
and registered practical 
their resQective. standar 
Each resident shall rece ive 

ses unless the resident refu 

idents only by physicians, dentists, registered nurses 
ses (who meet the requirements of C1 .5), according to 
f Qractic~-· __ --··-· 
medication and treatment as ordered by the physician, 

-·-----·--·· .. ·-.... ·--·-·····-- -. .. -.-.. . u ... ._, .. _,.,,. 

-

Each resident's respons medications and treatments shall be monitored and 
e'{~:!.1:1.at~,9 and chang_e~ 

e to 
sha II be madE?-~.~-.r~guireg. ____ ... ____ ---.. -·. 

Each resident's respons 
evaluated and documen 

e to 
tad 

PRN medications and treatments shall be monitored, 

-- ...... - ·-"'······-~ .. --
RESIDENTS' RIGHTS 

........ - ..... 

A1.11 

Residents' rig-hts which sha 
ght 
Bill 

limited to the following ri 
Amendment Act, 1993 ( 

II b·e fuffy respected anciprompted included, -but are not 
s contained in the Long·Term Care Statute Law 
101). 

__ JlJ'.:very resident!l~~ t ight to be tr~~~~g_i.yltb.£.Qu1iesy -·· her 
24/7 RN COVERAGE _ .................. -. 

1 -~~;,;j~~halrbe a reg~~~~. C1.6 
nur.se-·on .. duty at all times -fn-acici"ition to lhe dlrectoroT-·--
... _,,, _____ 

------· -·-·---- ---
red 

r--·-··-···-··"-~~ ..... -- --- ----·······- - ···- ,,,.., ........ _...~ ........ _... ... ______ 
PRESSURE ULCERS 

- -··--·-····--····· 
____ _,_,_,.. ____ 

~ 16 -



B3.40 

....... -........................ _, 

83.41 

83.43 
---

83.59 

Each resid ent shall receive skin care according to his or her Individually assessed 
is individualized skin care shall: needs. Th 

- reduce or · relieve pressure 
- promote 
M promote 
- promote 

and maintain skin integrity 
the resident's comfort and mobility 
the prevention of infection 

LTCI00055407 

-Qromote goog __ Q.~.t.~}.~LC?.!!.':!' .. 9.;:l!~ as it relates to skin t!J!~9!i~Y-~.t:l.9. .. ~~-~-'!! .. c!1'_~li!}.9..:__ 
Each resid ent who requires assistance in repositioning shall be turned or 
reposit!Q!!. ~9.. at least every two houI~J ... ~bJl~ . .b~ .. .'?.r. __ ~_h_e_is_a_w_a_l_<e_. ____ _ 
Each resid ....... ent's t~~!.~-~!}!._plan shall be carrieq_ out. _____ .. ·····-·······------------; 

Each resid ent's nutritional plan of care as it relates to skin integrity or the 
_Qf wound healing shall b~--~~r_r.i.~.Q out. ________ _ ~----·-- ... P!9.D.:l.<?..!1.9B 

HYGIENE AND GRO OMING 

83.35 __ __..,__ _____ , .... 

83.39 

83.52 

-·4·---------.. --· --·· ·······------------····-~----~····~-·-· ············ · ·---------1 

Residents shall have clean teeth and mouths, and steps shall be taken to maintain 
the inte rit ~Y of residents' oral tissue...:.. ____ ......... _. ______ ... ___ _ 

... Eactiresid ent shall be bathed at least twice a week - if the resident so desires - by 
d of his or her choice (i.e. tub bath, sponge bath, shower) and more the metho 

frequently 
a method 

as determined by the hygiene requirements of the resident. Bathing by 
other than that which the resident has chosen may be required, due to 

the resider 1t's exceptional circumstances, including hygiene-related or otl1er 11eeds, 
such as al ~~red skl!!.Jn.!~9.rJ.~ . ---·------~---·-·-····--·········-------

ent's hygiene and grooming care shall meet his/her needs and shall Each resid 
consider h ~/b .. ~.r. .. P.f~f~r~n~~~-~benever possible.------·-···--······ .. ·-·······-------; 

OL INFECTION CONTR 

... ...... -.. ·-
There shal I be .. anongofng···pro"ijram ofsurveillance to determine the presence··c;r··········· 

M3.22 infections. Each resident admitted to a L TC facility shali be screened for 
tuberclilos --.. ···----··· .. ··-····-- is within 11..5J~y-~_£f...~9.~.!.~-~Jon . -----··---· .. ·······-···--· 
All staff sh all participate in the facility-wide infection control program and shall be 

M3.23 made awa re of any practice measures to prevent or minimize the spread of 
infection. 

PAIN AND OISCOM 
FORf···-··--------------------····~··············-····---

~~~~;~~J .. ~:.i~2Ji:~~ ent wh"o"experienc"e"spainldiscomfort shall receive"care to-mana-~;ie'"frie"""""""""" " 
mfort. -·-····-·····- ············-····· .. ··--·----- - - - ----

Provincial Kl Rating Group/Homes in Group -. The Provincial Rating group takes 
into account all !<ls for all homes in the Province. The Rating group shows which group 
the identified home is in, Group 1 having the highest total Kls. The Homes in Group 
shows the number of other homes that are in the same group. 
Example: 
Home A-6 Kls 
Home 8 - 2 Kls 
Home C-3 Kls 



( 

Home D-6 Kls 
Home E-3 Kls 
Home F-3 Kls 
Home Name 
Home A& D· 
Home C, E, & F 

-Home 8------.... -·-·--· -----

Rating Group Homes in Grouo 
1 2 -
2 3 
3--·----···--~ ........ -.. ,, ... ,, ... --··-··-···-·- ............................. _____ . _______________ ........ 

1 
Homes A & D both have 6 Kls which is the highest total Kls - they are therefore both in 
Group1 
Homes C, E & F all have 3 Kls which is the next highest group of total Kls - they are 
therefore all in Group 2 
Home B is the only home with 2 l<ls so it would be the only home in the next group 

Rating Group/Homes in Group - The Rating Group takes into account all homes in the 
province with the specific Kl 

- 18 -
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Appendix C: Critical Incidents 

---·---·-·---- ------------------------·--·--···--·-··········------ -----
Alleged/Actual Abuse/Assault This count includes alleged as well as actual (i.e. 

verified by police etc) assaults which include t10t 
only physical but also verbal and sexual assaults 

___ _,...__ ... ________________ ~-------··· ... ~-....... -............ _.. ............ _. _______ , _____________________ , ...•.................. 
Unexpected Death (other than disease 
outbreak} 

This count includes "unexpected" deaths which 
includes 0 accidental11 

.... MTssinii .. Resi.etenf"·····-··--······-·--··----------- -fhesecounts include a11 missing persons 

re ardless of outcome 
Injury That Results in a Transfer or 
Admission to Hospital 

---·~--·-···---····· ·· ······················· ········ -··------· 

These counts include all injuries that are 
transferred or admitted to hospital 

--·--··--·-··-------·---··-·····-·······--.. ·························· ···-·-···-- ---··~-------------------
Medication The "Medication" count is generalized to include: 

a) adverse reactions affecting resident health 
status, b) errors in administering that affect 
reside11t health status. ·----------·-------------·- ··---···-········ .. -·····-· ... ·············-··· .. ·------·----·-- --------~ 
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Appendix D: Definitions of Scope and Severity 

Scope - these standard definitions will be followed when determining the scope. 
1 Isolated (Few}, when one or the fewest number of residents are affected and/or 

one or the fewest number of staff are involved, and/or the situation has occurred 
only occasionally or in a very limited number of locations (or units) in the LTC 
home. Five per cent (5%) or less of the affected population based on available 
data. 

2 Pattern (Some), when more than the fewest number of residents are affected 
and/or more than the fewest number of staff is involved, and/or the situation has 
occurred in several locations, and/or the same resident(s) have been affected by 
repeated occurrences of the same deficient practice. Greater than 5% or fewer 
than 33% of the affected population based on available data. 

3 Widespread (Many), When the problems causing the deficiency are pervasive in 
the L TC home and/or represent systemic failure that affected or has the potential 
to affect a large number of the L TC home's residents. Widespread scope refers 
to the entire population at the home, not a subset of ~he residents or one unit or 
location. Greater than 33% of the affected population. Or in the case of an 
infectious disease outbreak, when the Medical Officer of Health categorizes the 
situation as an "outbreak''. Example: 60 of 70 residents in the home are 
incontinent. The home failed to provide adequate care of services to restore or 
improve bladder function in half of these residents. 

Severity - these standard definitions will be followed when determining the severity. 
1 This area of non-compliance has the potential for causing no more than minor or 

negative impact on the resident(s). Example: The home's compliance report was 
not posted. nor was there any sign indicating where it was. The home keeps the 
report in the administrator's office and shows it to residents upon request. 

2 This area of non-compliance results in minimal discomfort to the resident and/or 
has the potential (not yet realized) to negatively affect the resident's ability to 
achieve his/her highest functional status. Example: Staff were observed not 
washing hands properly between resident treatments. There ls no evidence of 
the transmission of infection between residents by staff. 

3 This hon-compliance results in an outcome that has negatively affected the 
resident's ability to achieve his/her highest functional status. Example: A resident 
was "active and vocal" on admission to the home. The home restrained the 
resident 6 months ago, despite the lack of medical symptoms for doing so. The 
resident now is Withdrawn, does not attend activities, and is "down" in the dumps. 

4 This non~cornpliance places the resident in immediate jeopardy as· it has caused 
(or is lil<.ely to cause) serious injury, harm, impairment, or death to a resident 
receiving care in the LTC home. Example: A resident with dementia was found 
outside during an inspection, heading toward a nearby highway. The L TC home 
had no working system in place to monitor residents with dementia. 

Score· - automated calculations provide the score for each section of the report 
Notes - This field is for any note or reminders the person completing the form 

would like to add. Space is limited to approximately 50 characters ... 
Reset - to clear the report and start again or do another home you use the reset button 

- 20-
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Appendix E: Completing the Form 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Term care 
f"):... 

t?ontario 
Health System Accountability and Performance 
Division, PICB 

Progress report - June 

2012 

"Homes At Risk" report: LTC Home Performance Indicators 

Lf~~J~?~'.ra}~n.~~~§.r;.{-_-'_~:: Phil Moorman. Melissa Marlow, PICB, HSAP 
~~~~·~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~------! 

June 22, 2012 

Introduction 

The Performance Improvement and Compliance Branch (PICB) of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
(ministry) is developing a performance measurement process within its Long-Term Ca re Homes Quality 
Inspection Program (LQIP) which will contribute to the Risk Management and Continuous Quality 
Improvement (CQI) programs which in turn supports the enforcement of the new Long-Term Care Homes Act, 
2007 and its regulations. 

The goal of this project is to identify a set of data elements that will allow for a risk assessment of LTC Homes. 

A phased approach to developing Performance Report has been designed: 

• Phase 1: selection of group of data elements for in itial performance report - recommend using 
LTC Home compliance performance data, and Critical Incident System Indicators (including 
both Mandatory Reporting and Critical Incidents) and inspection related data 

• Phase 2: identify which data elements are best able to predict I identify 'poor performing' or 
high risk LTC Homes by cross referencing with known 'poor performers' and examining the 
'relatedness' of data elements. 

• Phase 3: evaluation and addition of additional performance indicators; i.e. frequent t urn over of 
management staff at home, for inclusion in the report, and develop performance benchmarks. 
Incorporate report into the LQIP Risk Management Framework 

Phase 1 & 2: Progress to date 

We ran the first report using 27 data elements. It became obvious that there was not enough dat a in each of 
the 27 data elements to be useful so all the inspection data elements (N= 21) were collapsed into one data 
element. A second report with 7 data elements was created and Homes in the 85th percentile were cross 
referenced with a group of known 'poor performers' . After looking at the 'relatedness' of the 7 data elements 
the number was further reduced to 4 data elements for report# 3. Report #3 was re-run w ith more current 
data (April 2011 - March 2012) and used a 75th percentile cut off. 
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Report# 1 

Health Analytics Branch produced two reports using data from FMIS for the period January 1 through 
December 31, 2011; one report related general inspection data and a second related to specific compliance 
data. 

Statistics for each LTC Home were generated with 27 data elements: 21 related to inspection data and 6 
related to compliance data. Provincial level data was also generated; minimum score, maximum score, 
provincial average and standard deviation. In addition Homes that scored in the 90th, 95th and 98th 
percentile on all data elements were identified. 

Report# 2 

Report used data from FMIS for the period January 1 through December 31, 2011. 

The report was created with the following 7 data elements: 

• #of inspections (all 21 data elements from first report combined into one) 

• #of non-compliance (violations) 

• #of Compliance Orders (CO) 

• #of Complaint inspections with findings of non-compliance (WN, VPC, CO, WAO) 

• #of Complaint inspections resulting in only Orders (CO, WAO ) 

• # CIS Inspections with findings of non-compliance (WN, VPC, CO, WAO) 

• # CIS Inspections resulting in only Orders (CO, WAO) 

Statistics for each LTC Home were generated for t hese 7 data elements. Provincial level data was also 
generated; minimum score, maximum score, provincial average and standard deviation. In addition Homes 
that scored in the 90th, 9Sth and 98th percentile on all data elements were identified. 

SAO Managers identified 10 'known poor performing' Homes. This group was cross referen ced with Homes in 
the 90th percentile and higher on all 7 data elements in order to determine the validity of these data elements 
vis-a-vis their abi lity to predict poor performing or high risk Homes. 

Report #3 

A third report was created using data from FMIS for the period Jan. 1, 2011 to Dec. 31, 2011 using the 4 non
related data elements(# of inspections,# of findings of non-compliance or violations, complaints with findings 
of non-compliance or violations, CIS with findings of non- compliance or violations). A cut off of the 85th 
percenti le was used and identifies Homes that are at the 8Sth percentile on all 4 data elements rather than at 
the 85th percentile on each data element- this shows the intersection of Homes at the 85th percenti le. 

This report was re-run with more current FMIS data (April 2011 to March 2012) and a 75th percentile cut off 
was used in order to capture a larger number of Homes. This report as well identifies Homes that are at the 
75th percentile on all 4 data elements. 
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Limitations 

some data elements such as CIS reporting of Contamination of drinking water supply and 

misappropriation of funding may be unreported 

#of inspections - one inspection may be related to multiple complaints or CISs 

The identified 'poor performing Homes' is based on the SAOs interaction with the Homes over an 
extended length of time and is staff's ranking relative to other Homes 

Some data elements are closely related to each other 

With the proclamation of the LTCHA in July 2010 the way complaints, violation and critical incidents 
was categorized changed therefore using data prior to 2010 is problematic 

There is a possibility of random poor performance by a Home, that is a Home could be in the 85th 

percentile group because of poor performer over a very a short period of time. 

Findings 

• The use of standard deviation was not useful because the scores on data elements was not 

'normally' distributed, i.e. in a bell shaped pattern 

• There were too many inspection related data elements (N= 21} with little or no data in them so 
combining them into one data element was more useful, thus total data elements was reduced 
to 7 (1 inspection and 6 compliance) from 27 in report# 2 

• All of the 10 identified 'poor performing' Homes were present to some extent in the 90th 
percentile group in each of the 7 data elements. Of the 7 data elements the identified Homes 

showed up in the 90th percentile group on average 6.5 times. 

• Some of the 6 compliance related data elements are closely related to each other in that they 
may show similar information, i.e. complaint inspections resulting in non-compliance and 

complaint inspections resulting in orders. Three compliance related data elements(# of 
findings of non compliance, complaint inspections resulting in non-compliance, and CIS 
inspections resulting in non-compliance) are less related or more logically independent of each 
other therefore potentially more predictive of poor performance. The 7 data elements were 

reduced to 4 in report# 3 

• Of the four non-related data elements(# of inspections,# findings of non-compliance, 
complaint inspections resulting in non-compliance, and CIS inspections resulting in non

compliance) the identified 'poor performing' Homes show in the 90th percentile group on 

average 7.6 times. 

• Identifying Homes that were at the 85th percentile on all 4 data elements produced a smaller 

group and a more 'at risk' group than identifying Homes that were at the 85th percentile on at 

each of the data elements 
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Conclusions 

Q. With the data that is available, can we predict which LTC Homes are poor performers or high 
risk Homes? 

A. Yes 

• It can be said with moderate to high confidence that Homes in the 75th percentile group for the 
4 data elements were poor performing Homes relative to their peers. 

Q. Are there data elements that are better at predicting poor performers than others? 

A. Yes 

• There was some inter-relatedness between the 7 data elements, that is they measured similar 
things. Four data elements were deemed to be non-related - #of inspections,# of findings of 
non-compliance or violations, complaint inspections with findings of non-compliance, and CIS 
inspections with findings of non-compliance. 

• The known 'poor performing' Homes were evident in the 90th percentile group from 70% to 
80% of the time in the 4 un-related data elements 

Q. How can we increase confidence in the predictive value of the data? 

A. Confidence in the predictive value of these data elements may increase if: 

o the data is run over several years 

o use a larger number of identified 'poor performing' Homes is used to cross reference 
with Homes in the 75th percentile group 

o use more current data from FMIS 

Q. Based on the selected data, who are the poor performing or high risk Homes? 

A. See report #3 "At Risk Homes" below: 
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At Risk Homes 

CASTLEVIEW WYCHWOOD 
TOWERS 

VILLA COLOMBO 
\ ST JOSEPH'S VILLA, 
: DUNDAS 

i PIONEER MANOR 

: LEISUREWORLD 
i CAREGIVING CTR

SCARBOROUGH 

: .~X.T.~.~.£?.ls.'.\R.~. Y.9.~~ .. ........... .. 

: PROVIDENCE HEALTHCARE 

i HAWTHORNE PLACE CARE 

!. C:E.N"fRE.. .. . ..... 
i CASA VERDE HEALTH 

• CENTRE 

' DEARNESS HOME FOR 
i SENIOR CITIZENS 

CASSELLHOLME 

FOREST HEIGHTS LONG 

TORONTO 

TORONTO 

DUNDAS 

SUDBURY 

SCARBOROUGH 

SUDBURY 

SCARBOROUGH 

NORTH YORK 

NORTH YORK 

LONDON 

NORTH BAY 

J TE.R.f.vl c~~~ CENTRE ... .. ....... . Kl.T.C:rl~Nrn 
i EXTENDICARE 
· FALCONBRIDGE 

.. ....... ......................... 

COMMUNITY NURSING 
HOME/PICKERING 

CHESTER VILLAGE 

SUDBURY 

PICKERING 

TORONTO 
........ ... .. •. . .•. ... • ... ....... •. . ... .••.•••...• ~ . . .. ...... . . . . ... .. . ... . .. .... ........ .. .. ..... ........ , . 

GIBSON LONG TERM CARE 
CENTRE 

HERITAGE NURSING HOME 

[ (THE) 

: STRATHAVEN LIFECARE 
i CENTRE 

' IDLEWYLD MANOR 

VILLAGE OF RIVERSIDE 

! <:;L~N (T~~) 
! WESBURN MANOR 
. .... . ............ .. ... . ...... .. .. . .... . .... . .... . .... 

J VILLAGE OF ERIN 

NORTH YORK 

TORONTO 

BOWMAN VILLE .. . ........................... 

HAMILTON 

GUELPH 
-· . ... -.. . - . --- . 

ETOBICOKE 

MISSISSAUGA 

L TCI00055579 
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Project 

456 
391 

378 
342 

299 
288 

288 

269 

252 

20 21 13 

8 17 4 

; 

19 25 
.. . -- .. ... .. .. ~ -·· · .... .... ·· - -.-·-

19 
28 10 : 74 ................ ....... ... ............. .. .. . .... .. . < 

11 i 22 . 11 
15 . 27 ; 

. ... : ................................... ~ .. 12 

17 ; 18 : 10 

15 . 23 ; 14 
. ... ..... ...... . 

13 : 11 : 5 . ......... _ ____ _ 

243 12 22 : 

22 : 

5 

11 240 7 ; 

240 

234 

233 
203 

202 

201 

199 
192 

192 
192 

180 

' 11 : 

6 : 

12 ~ ····--·io -, 

26 ; 

12 . 

7 ; 
15 . 

9 '. 
16 : 

16 : 4 

30 ; 4 

3~ L ... ·--
16 i 

35 ; 

16 : 

~~ . .:. .. .... . 
38 i 

22 : 

36 : 

11 ; 

8 

5 

23 

11 

8 

32 

16 
32 

8 

5 

13 

4 

17 

11 
13 

6 

7 

6 

17 
11 

12 

22 

10 

11 

12 

3 

3 

4 

6 

4 

t · · ~~~l:)()WS . (_T~.E) ..... ........ ...... . . .......... ... ······ 6 ' 

14 : 
. . ........... '····· . ..... . .. ... , .. .... . 3 

9 BRANT CENTRE BURLINGTON 175 26 . 15 
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CRAIGLEE NURSING HOME ...... -......... ........ .. . .. . ... 

VICTORIA MANOR HOME 
FOR THE AGED 

LEISUREWORLD 
CAREGIVING CTR
BRAMPTON WOODS 

TALL PINES LONG TERM 
CARE CENTRE 

ROSEVIEW MANOR 

EXTENDICARE 

SCARBOROUGH 

LINDSAY 

BRAMPTON 

BRAMPTON 

THUNDER BAY 

169 30 ; 5 

166 12 : 12 : 9 

160 g ; 24 ; 17 

160 7 : 15 : 4 

157 7 : 10 . 6 

SOUTHWOOD LAKES WINDSOR 150 13 : 13 ! 10 
·--·- ··-·-·-··. ·-· ·--·-· .. .. • · ......... ······ ······ .. .. .... . .... . .. . .... .. .. . ..... .... . ..... ..... -·· • · ·•. . ...... . ···- - ·· .,.. ······ .. ........... .. ..• .... .. --

! GRANDVIEW 
:. LODGE/THUNDER BAY THUNDER BAY 12 : 150 10 8 

~ NORTHRIDGE LONG TERM 
; CARE CENTRE 

i LA_K~J:IE{\~ MANOR 
; SALVATION ARMY 
i OTIAWA GRACE MANOR 

i.Jf_f:i~L ... .... ·······-········ ·-····· 
i QUEEN'S GARDEN 

OAKVILLE 

THUNDER BAY 

OTIAWA 

HAMILTON •.................................................. .......................................... , ..... .................... ....... . 

ARBOUR CREEK LONG-
TERM CARE CENTRE 

ST. GABRIEL'S VILLA OF 
. SUDBURY 

HAMILTON 
.... ·············· ······ ... 

CHELMSFORD 

133 6 12 : 7 

131 15 32 : 6 ......... . ................. . 

128 g : 12 7 

128 6: 14 : 4 .. ___ _ ,, .. .......... . . ...... " .. ........ .... . --- • - 0 '••• 0 00 0 .-~ 0 ,. , , " , · •• • H-~" 0 "'" ' ' ' ' » • • " :' ~ , ,,. 0 "'' 0 0 

. DRS PAUL AND JOHN REKAI 

CENTRE 

FRANKLIN GARDENS LONG 

L!E~.fl'.1 CJ'.\~~ - ~9. _ME 
COUNTRY TERRACE 

BLOOMINGTON COVE 

WOODLAND VILLA 

VILLA CARE CENTRE (THE} 

TORONTO 

LEAMINGTON 

KOMO KA 

STOUFFVILLE 

LONG SAULT 

MIDLAND 

126 8 ; 

120 g : 

120 10 

112 8 : 

111 13 : 

109 7 · 
........ . - ·- - .... ····· ·· ·- - ... ··-· ... - -·· . .. ... ...... .. ....... ... . .. .. .. . 

COUNTRY VILLAGE HEALTH 
CARE CENTRE 

: ILER LODGE 

HARDY TERRACE 

WOODS LEE 

ESSEX 

104 

104 

9 ; 
21 : 

BRANTFORD 101 10 i 
........... ,. .... ·· ·······•·•···• 1 ··········· 

! SUMAC LODGE SARNIA 100 11 : ........... ... ~ ... 
HOGARTH RIVERVIEW 

12 ; 4 

19 . 7 

17 5 

11 : 6 

17 i 

15 ' 

_1?. : 
14 ; 

4 

8 

11 

4 
23 . 9 

13 . 10 

13 

3 

4 

8 

3 

3 

3 

5 

15 

10 

4 

4 

3 

8 

12 
12 

5 

12 

5 

7 

10 

s 
3 

MANOR THUNDER BAY 96 8 · 21 : 11 8 
,. • •• •••••••• • • • • • •••••••• •••• • •••• ••••••••••••• • • • • ••• ••• • ••• • •••••••••• •• •••• • •• •• • ••••••• ••••••••••• • • •• • • •••••••••• ••• • • ••••• • •••••• •• , • ••••• • • • •• • ••• • • • • •••• • • ,. •••• • • • •• ••••• • •••••• • •••••••••••• •• h •• • • ••••• •••••••• • • • • • • • •••••• •• •• •• • • . • • ••••••••••• ••• ••• • •••••••••• , •••••••• •••• ••• ••••• •• •• • ••••• • 

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE KENORA 96 6 15 : 6 9 . ... ... .. . ··-· ·-·· .. - . - . . ... . •· . .. . . •· . ' ·-. ··-' -· .. . . . . . . .. ' · ~--. 

; ST. OLGA'S LIFECARE HAMILTON 92 8 10 · 4 6 
- -· ...... -·- . .. .. -. 
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BRAEMAR RETIREMENT 
• CENTRE WINGHAM 69 10 ' 
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12 : 4 7 , .... ....•.•. .••...........•.......... .. . .. •.. . ..... .. ............ ...... .. .....• .. ....................... ....... ...• ................... ........... , 
EXTENDICARE COBOURG 

· ·-·-·-····· ............. .. . 
! LADY ISABELLE NURSING 
' HOME 

MANOIR MAROCHEL 

WELL! NGTON HOUSE 
NURSING HOME 

Note: Violations= WN, 
VPC,CO, WAO 
Note: These LTC Homes 
were above 75th 
percentile for all 4 
indicators {U of 
inspections, # of 
violations,# of complaint 
related violations,# of CIS 
related violations). 

Next Steps 

CO BOURG 

TROUT CREEK 

OTTAWA 

PRESCOTI 

• review report with SAO Managers 

69 

66 

64 

60 

6 ; 

13 : 

11 

• incorporate into LQIP Risk Management Framework 

50 : 7 6 

30 : 4 5 

24 : 12 10 

• move to Phase 2 of the project - identify additiona l data elements that have good predictive 

value 

Page 7 of 7 





L TCI00072878 

LQIP Risk Assessment for CCW, MP & TP 

Q3 November 2013 (L TCI00061278) 

Q.uallrallvi!!data-

II lSAA: Yes Notes {multiple & 

I f No significant 

Chronically concerns may 

CompJaint Rl18 - Incidence 
non- result In a home: 

II 
compliant moving up one 

Inspections as Inspections RI02- Incidence R109- lnddr:nc.t: of worsening Sc.ore - Score - Score- Sc.ore- Overall 
lmpectiom: Violations, all CO&WAO resulting in non- ~ulting fn non- ofwon;enfng of worsening rMldent In spection Viol<1tions CO&WAO Complalnt Score -CIS Pe rce nlile Median- Median-

level) 
No.of Ni>. of 

Home# Name City Uc8eds All Types .., .. , vfolatlons <:cmpl/an«: compllilnce I p1essure ulcers pain beha viour count count viol<1tions violations violations Score Rl02 Score RI09 Score RllB Score Com ltance RAI Homes HomM 

Level 1 - Substantially compliant 

2643 MEADOW PARK NURSING HOME (LONDON) LONDON 122 9 4 0 3 0 25% 10% 23% 91% 54% 0% 67% 0% 88% 37% 70% 60.3% 53.7% 70.2% 1 

2636 CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME WOODSTOCK 15S 11 3 0 1 2 0% 14% 12% 95% 43% 0% 46% 66% 0% 60% 20% 44.0% 45.S% 20.0% 1 

2742 TELFER PLACE PARIS 45 2 32 7 0 3 0% 9% 11% 28% 97% 96% 0% 78% 0% 31% 16% 29.1% 77.5% 16.3% 1 

Q4 March 2014 (L TCI00061279) 

Complaint Qualltatlve dab - Notes 

lnspecUons CIS Inspection' Sco1e - Score- Score- Score - lSAA: Yes/ No {mulllple & 1!1nlflC<1nt 

Inspection I", Vlolatfons, CO&WAO ruullln1 In non- resulting In non lnspectfon Vlolatlon1 CO&WAO Compl1 lnt Score - CIS Chronic.a lly non- concerns may result In a home No.of 
Home No MOH No CIHI • Name Cltv SAO Sector llc8eds AllTvoes a ll tvnes violations comollance com llance RIOZ RI09 Rl18 count count vfolatlons vlolatlons vfolatlons Score RIOl Scote RI09 ScoreRl18 Over1ll Score compliant movln1 up one level) Ho mu 

Level 2 - Non-compliant - Risk Level Moderate 

2643 NH2788 52788 Meadow Park (London} London LONDON For-Profit 126 13 21 0 5 3 18% 18% 46% 96% 91% 0% 78% 71% 82% 7S% 100% 80.1% 

level 1- Substantially compliant 

Caressant Care Woodstock Nurs ing 

2636 NH2623 52623 Home Woodstock LONDON For-Profit 163 10 0 0 0 0 0% 17% 19% 92% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 73% 50% 0.0% 

HAMILTD 

2742 NH3410 53410 Telfer Place Paris N For-Profit 45 2 30 10 1 0 0% 19% 17% 23% 96% 97% 44% 0% 0% 80% 40% 41.8% 

Ql June 2014 (L TCl00045894) 
II 

I II 
Rl18 - LSAA: Yes/ No 

Complilint lnddence of Chronically non-
Quillitatfve dilta - YES or NO 

inspections CIS Inspections RIOl - Incidence RI09 - Incidence worsen Inc Score - Score- Score- Score - Overall compllilnl 
multiple & slgnfftcant concerns 

frµ pertions-, VJolations-, CO&WAO res-u!tlng In non re.sultin1 In non- ofworienfnc ofworsenin& ruident Inspection VJol•tlons CO&WAO Complaint Score-as Percentile No.of 
Name City LHIN SAO Sector UcBeds AllTVDH a!ltvDu vfoJatlons comollance comoliance ores.sure ulcers min behaviour count count vfolatlons vfolatlons vtolatlons SoorieRIOl Score RI09 Score RUB Score Home.s 

level 2 - Non-compliant - Risk Level Moderate 

M eadow Park (London) London SOUTH WEST LONDON For-Profit 126 9 22 0 6 3 18% 18% 46% 89% 88% 0% 84% 71% 82% 75% 100% 83.0% 

Level 1 - Substantially compliant 

Caressant Care Wood~tock Nur Woodstock SOUTH WEST LONDON For-Profit 163 9 4 0 0 4 0% 17% 19% 89% 33% 0% 0% 79% 0% 73% 50% 41.6% 

HAMILTON NIAGARA HAMIL TO 

Telfer Place Paris HALDIMAND BRANT N For-P rofit 45 3 12 7 1 s 0% 19% 17% 40% 67% 95% 46% 85% 0% 80% 40% 56.4% 

Q2 S b 2014 (L TCI00045893) eptem er 

Rl18 - lSAA: Yes I No 
Com pl;, Int Incidence of Chronically non-
Inspections CIS In spections RID2- lndde nce RI09 - Incidence worsening Score.- Score - Score- Srore - Overall compllant 

Inspections, Violations, CO&WAO resulting in non resulting in non- of worsening ofwour:l)lng resfdr:nt Inspection Violaflons CO&WAO Complaint Score-CIS Percentile Quoilitative data (multiple & No.of 
Home If Name (jty LHIN SAO Sector UcBeds AllTvDeS alltvDes viol;,tlons com liancc com llance I Drenure ulcers oaln behaviour count count viola tions ...Jolatloos vfolatlons ScoreRI02- Score RID9 Score_ RllR Score slg:nific•nt concerns) Homes 

Level 2 - Non-compliant - Risk level Moderate 

2643 Meadow Park (London) London SOUTH WEST 
126 

LONDON For-Profit 8 21 0 6 3 7% 4% 33% 87% 83% 0% 86% 73% 53% 6% 92% 77.7% 

Level 1 - Substantially compliant 

163 
2636 Caressant Care Woodstock Nursing Home Woodstock SOUTH WEST LONDON For-Profit 10 6 1 2 4 29% 14% 13% 92% 29% 59% 57% 80% 90% 63% 23% 61.1% 



LTCI00072878 

HAMILTON 

NIAGARA 45 
HALDI MAND 

2742 Telfer Place Paris BRANT HAMILTON For-Profit 3 12 7 1 5 0% 24% 20% 38% 55% 95% 48% 86% 0% 90% 51% 52.9% 

Q3 December 2014 (LTCI00061276) 
Over.ii II 

lSAA: Yes/ No Chronically 
Qualitatfve data - Notes 

Percentile (mullfple &sl1nifitant conce:rnJ 

Home# Name Gtv UtlN SAO SKtor UtBeds Score 
non-<.ompli.anl 

may result In a home mo vine up No. ofHomu 

Level 2 - Non-come>llant - Risk level Moderate 
26361Caressant Care Woodstock Nursing Home I Woodstock ! SOUTHWEST LONDON For-Profit 163 70.5% 

Level 1 ·substantially comollanl 

2643 Meadow P1rk (London) London SOUTH WEST LONDON For-Profit 126 57.0% 

llAMILTON 
NIAGARA 

HALOIMANO 

2742 Telfer Place Paris BRANT HAMILTON For-Profit 4S 4 9 .0% 

Q4 M arch 2015 (L TCI00061280) 
Qu~lltatlve data-

LSAA: Yes Notes (mulllple & 

/No si1nlnc.nt 

Compl.alnl RUB - lnddtn«: 
Chronfcally concem1 may 

inspedions as lnspectfons Rt02- fnddence R109- lnddenu ofw orsenlnc Score - Score- Score- Score - Over.1111 
non- result In a homir 

lnq>Htlons Violiltlons, illl CO&WAO Juulllnc fn non- ruultlng In non ofwo1unlnc ofworsenin1 ruident lnspedlon Violiltlons CDllWAO Complilfnt Score-OS Pucentlle Media,.._. Median- compllant movlne upone No.of No.of 
Home I Name dtv UtlN SAO Sedor UtBeds AllTvoes tvoes vlobtlons comollance comoll.lnce pressute ulcers o;aln behavfout count count violatlons vfolatlons vlobtions Score RIO! ScoreRI09 Score Alli Score Comotiam:e RAI levelJ Homu Ho mu 

Level 3 • non-comp liant· Risk l evel h igh: category 1 

Meadow Park 
2643 (London) London SOUTHWEST LONDON For-Profit 126 12 35 4 6 0 0% 7% 32% 96% 97% 87% 91% 0% 0% 23% 93% 89.0% 90.9% 23.4% 1 

NIAGARA 

HALDIMAND 

2742 Telfer Place Paris BRANT HAMILTON For-Profit 4S 3 23 10 0 5 0% 41% 30% 43% 83% 99% 0% 92% 0% 100% 90% 86.4% 82.5% 90.2% 1 

Level 1- Substantlallv compliant 

Caressant Care 
Woodstock Nursing 

2636 Home W oodstock SOUTH WEST LONDON For-Profit 163 13 18 1 3 5 0% 8% 19% 97% 68% 49% 76% 92% 0% 26% 56% 62.1% 7S.9% 25.7% l 

Ql June 2015 IL TCI00061270) 

lSAA: Yes 
Qualltatlw d.Jt• - Nolu RU 8 • / No 

Complalnt RI09· lndd1nc• of Chroniea1ry 
(multfple & sl1nff1eant 

Inspections as lmped:fons RI02- lnddence Incidence of worsenJna Score · Score- Score · Score · Overall non-
concerns mily result In a home 

Inspections Viobtlons, all CO&WAO ruufUn&lnnon resultfn1 In rion- ofworsenlnc worsenln1 Rsldenl ln1p1dlon Violations CO&WAO Compblnt Score - CIS Percentile compliant 
movfn1 up one levelJ No.of 

Home# Name c;1y UtlN SAO SIKtor Udl..U AUTVoes !YOH vloliltJons com lfilnte comoltance oriessu~ uken: ~1n beholour count count vlobllons violltfons vfol.ltlons Score RIOZ ScoreR~ Score Alli Score Homu 
Level 3 · n on-compliant · Risk level h igh: category 1 

2643 Meadow Park (London) London SOUTH WEST LONDON For-Profit 126 14 29 6 6 4 20% 6% 41% 98% 92% 91% 91% 88% 76% 14% 99% 91.0% 

Level 1 • Substantlallv compliant 

Caressant care Woodstock 

2636 Nursing Home Woodstock SOUTH WEST LONDON For-Profit 163 11 14 1 3 1 0% 7% 1S% 95% 52% 46% 78% 60% 0% 18% 3S% 48.9% 

HAMILTON NIAGARA 

2742 Telfer Place Paris HALDIMAND BRANT HAMIL TO For-Profit 45 1 12 4 0 0 0% 9% 18% 0% 42% 84% 0% 0% 0% 32% 47% 15.BY, 

Q2 September 2015 (LTCI00061273) 

II 
II 

11 
I 

,1 II I I II 

Qualitiitfvm d.t. ~ 

Compf• Jnt as 
Notef (multlpte 

tsAA: Ya &sJcnific::ant 
Complaint Non- No1t- lnsptctfons lnspe<tlons /No mrarnsmar 

No1t- Non- lns,pectfom OS Inspections compl~nces compflanca raultJngfn ruultfnt"ln lhronkall'( ~ttln• home: 
compllant.e lnspedfons compllance.s_cc retultina: ln no~ resulttn,.lnnon- Orders, lnspedlons, Drd•rs, non- non- OvtRAll non- movlni upone No.of No.of 

Home No MOHNum OHll Name City UtlN Redon SAO Total Beds ' RQJ Otdcrs_RQI , CCJ' F Onf1n CCF comoUulce rompUance RIOZ RI09 Rll8 RQJ RQJ CCJ' CCJ' CCF c:omplf•nce comp1'1nc. RIOZ RI09 Rll8 Score-RQJ Score-CO: ...... RA! Sa> re cornplhint r. .. q Hom .. Homu 

Level 2 · Non-compliant · Risk Level M oderate 

Meadow 
Park 

2643 NH2788 S2788 '!London! London SOUTH WEST LONDON For-Profit 126 17 4 18 13 3 4 2 0.142857143 0.0956S22 0.4090909 80% 91% 99% 97% 93% 98% 89% 70% 3S% 98% 85.8% 96.2% 67.4% 83.1% 1 
Level 1- Substantially compliant 

Caressant 

care 
Woodstock 

Nursing 

2636 NH2623 52623 Home Woodstoc SOUTHWEST LONDON For-Profit 163 10 0 9 4 0 1 3 0 0.0758621 0.1S06849 52% 0% 94% 65% 0% 61% 96% 0% 23% 34% 2S.8% 52.9% 18.9% 32.5% l 



Teller 

2742 NH3410 53410 Place Paris 

Q3 December 2015 (L TCI00061275) 

2643 NH2788 

Level 1 - Substantially com 

Ca ressant 
Care 
Woodstock 
Nursing 

HAMILTON 

NIAGARA 

HALDIM AND 

BRANT HAM ILTON 

lfflN SAO 

SOUTH W EST LONDON 

2636 NH2623 52623 Hom e Woodstoc SOUTH WEST LONDON 

Telfer 

2742 NH3410 53410 Place Paris 

Q4 March 2016 (L TCI00061281) 

Cty 

Caressant care 
Woodstock Nursing 

2636 Home 

Meadow Park 

2643 London 

2742 Teller Place 

Woodstock 

London 

Paris 

Ql June 2016 {LTCI00061271) 

HAMILTON 

NIAGARA 

HALDI MAND 

BRANT 

SOUTH WEST 

SOUTH WEST 

HAMILTON 

lfflN 

HAMILTON NIAGARA 

HALDIM AND BRANT 

For-Profit 

senor 

For·Proflt 

For-Profit 

For-Profit 

SAO 

LONDON 

LONDON 

HAMILTON 

45 12 

Non
compti1nc:e 

4 

Tobi B1tds 1_RQI Orde.n RQJ 

126 17 

163 10 4 

45 12 4 

54% 

58% 

62% 

II 

l 1 

Non
lruptdlon1 t0mplfanc:u_cc 

1 

,ca F Otdus tCF 

15 13 

0 

0 0 

Complaint 
fnrpectlons as lnspedfons 
ruultfrt1 ln nort- reJultinJ: In no 
com ti1nce compli1nce 

0 0 

0 0.0681818 

RIOZ RI09 

0.286 0.168 

0.000 0.117 

0.000 0 .295 

0.1860465 

Rll8 

0.182 

0.119 

0 .136 

63% 

Non
c.ompllances 

91% 

Orders, 

•m •m 

83% 90% 

52% 90% 

64% 90% 

25% 

Inspections, 
CCF 

99% 

87% 

22% 

37% 

No,.. 
compll1nus 

73% 

Ordus, 
CCf CCF 

95% 92% 

72% 

34% 71% 

0% 0% 

Complaint a s 
lnspectloN lnspedlont 
re.sutdnt In resultlna In 
noft- no"" 
tom Hince compll1nt11: RIOZ 

97% 89% 

86% 89% 

0% 

0% 19% 51% 77.0% 44.8" 23.4% 48.4% 

RI09 RIUI Score-RQI Score-.CCf Sau-..RA1 

92% 76% 52% 87% 96% 73% 

0% 52% 25% 71% 53% 25% 

97% 31% 77% 42% 43% 

Riii - Complllnt as Riot· lnddence .. 
CompJ1fnt RI09· lndde.nceof No,,. Non- lnspHtfon1 Inspections RID2- fnddenc:e of 1 1 • ..._ 

compliance Inspections c:ompll1nca_cc resutdnc In no~ ruuftfn1 In non ofwonenlt11 wonenlna resident Otde.n , Inspection'- Orders, non- no"" wonenlna worsenlns ruldcnt No. of 

1 

Rll8 · • 

No,,. No,,. lnspedfoiu OS lnspedlons RI02 - lnddenc:e lnddtnce of worstnfl\I compliances compllanc1:1 rau1tln1 In rw.sultlna In lnddtnce of of worsenlni ~I 

~H~•m::::;•N=•:....i~M=O=H~N=um::!...l~a~H=ll~....1=N•~m~•=--~-'=Cty"'--~-J~lff~t~N~~~~~SA""o'--~~~-"'s1~d~•~·~~~~~·~u~IB~•~d~•~·~-R~m=-~~o~~~·~B~-~•m=-....i:.·~CCF"-~...i.;.F~~~~~o~~~111.:..::CCF.::....~~m~m~p~ll~•·~~::........1m:;;;om:i;;;:~l•~M~•c_.....,;P~,...==""':.::..:"='~~B.:..1.~o::::••:.....~-"b~•=""~ri=•=•~r--'="m=-~~~"=m._~~~c~CF::....~~~c~CF::....~~~CCF=-~-J~m~m~10~ff=••=w::.i.::""":::::i'"~1~~·=~::.u:•=',..~w=~=-=~='""::.:;~~='="~....J~be~)q::.::riou::::!.r~s..,...,,,,_,~R~m!:.-~....J~Sco=::.....C:::::!Cl~~Sco=::re-«AJ~~.111 ' Homu 
Level 3 - non ·compllant · Risk level high: category 1 

Caressant 

Carl!! 
Woodstock 

Nursing 

2636 NH2623 52623 Home 

Ml!!adow 
Park 

Woodstoc SOUTH WEST 

2643 NH2788 52788 ilLondonl London SOUTH W EST 

Tel ler 

2742 NH3410 53410 Place Paris 

HAMILTON 

NIAGARA 

HALDI MAND 

BRANT 

LONDON 

LONDON 

HAMILTON 

For-Profit 163 10 4 

126 25 4 22 

f or-Profit 4S 35 8 

6 0.000 0.093 0.149 41% 86% 80% 

22 0.000 0.120 0.196 85% 86% 100% 

17 0.098 0 .154 96% 96% 67% 

68% 61% 75% 92% 0% 32% 36% 

97% 84% 99% 92% 51% 55% 

94% 61% 50% 50% 35% 38% 

63% 70% 23% 

85% 93% 35% 

96% 74% 36% 

52% 

71% 

69% 

Concern re: 

Care 

Concern re: 

Care 

Concern re: 
frequent 

management 
turnover 

LTCI00072878 

l 

No. of 
Hon,u 

No.of 
Homu 



Q2 September 2016 (LTCI00061274) 

LTCHome 

Number Risk Level N•rne SA.O 

Caressant care 
Woodstock Nursing 

2636 3 Home Woods toe LONDON 

Mtadow Park 
2643 3 (London London LONDON 

2742 1 Telfer Place Paris HAMILTON 

Q3 December 2016 (L TCI00061277) 

LTCHome 
Number RUk Lcvtl Home Name a 

Caressant Care 

Woodstock Nursing 

2636 Home Woodstock 

Meadow Park 

2643 (London London 

2742 Telfer Place Paris 

Q4 March 2017 (LTCI00061282) 

II 

Rbklewl Name City SAO 

Caressant Care 

Woodstock Nursing 

3cat 2 Home Woodstock LONDON 

Meadow Park 

3 (London) London LONDON 

1 Telfer Place Paris HAMILTON 

Ql June 2017 LTC100061272 

Risk Leve l N1me a 
3 c-at 2 Carustnt Care Woodstock Nursing Home Woodstock 

3 Meadow Park London) London 

2 Telfer Place Paris 

02 September 2017 ILTCI00061269) 

l TCHome 

Number Rfsk le.wl N•me aiv Sedor 

Careuant Care Woodstod 
2636 3 c:at 2 NunlngHome Woodstock fof~Profit 

2643 3 Mudow Park {London) London For-Profit 

2742 l Telfer Platt Pait is For-Profit 

Std or Total Beeb 

For-Profit 163 

f or-Profit 126 

For-Profit 45 

SA.O ToUl8tds 

LONDON 163 

LONDON 126 

HAMILTON 45 

Non· 
compRance.s_ 

Totllleds RCU 

163 17 

126 8 

45 23 

SA.O Total Beds 
LONDON 163 
LONDON 126 
HAMILTON 45 

IHIN SAO 

SOUTHWEST LONDON 
SOUTHWEST LONDON 
HAMILTON 

NIAGARA 
HALOJMAND 
BRANT HAMILTON 

Non-
c.omplJ1inc.e Orden_RQ lruptctio~ 
sR<U 1 ca 

70% 90% 79% 

34% 0% 100% 

95% 95% 66% 

OVERALL 

Score 

70% 

45% 

72% 

Nor>-
Orden_RQ lrupedlons complb nc:es_c 

I ca Cf 

5 9 24 

0 14 13 

4 8 29 

OVERALL 

Score 

64% 
43% 
72% 

OVERALL lllA v~Qlllltolll~ 
Score 

7<1Yo 

511% 

48% 

Nor>
compllance 
I CCf Otdtn CCF 

69% 64% 

97% 87% 

93% 64% 

Cease of Admission 

Director Involvement, 
Police 

Compl1Tnt 
IMpertioN 

Onfers_cc raultlna In non 

F comolt.nce 

7 4 

0 5 

1 4 

-~~~ 1P'••l!ft.•1=bl 
C!lliltlllt!Ny u ... 

Dir. Referral, MMO, Polke 
inve~li&ation 

Police invotvement 

Compf1lnt 
ln1ptdJON 

lnddwceof 
lndde.nc:e of wonenlna 

as Jrupectlon1 worsenlns Incidence of ruldent 
resultlncln non- m ultfncln non- prusureuken- wonenlf\lp1ln behaviour. 
com llancc com llance RIO! RI09 Rll8 

74% 96% 0% 58% 31% 

99% 96% 0% 0% 50% 

49% 51% 0% 0% 20% 

No.of Homo 
er level 

lnddence of 
lnddenceof worsenfnc 

OS lruPKlfons wonenlns Incidence of ttsfdent Non-
resultfnalnnon pressure ulcers worsentnc p1ln behaviour- complbinou, 

comoUanc:e RIO? RI09 Rl18 ROI 

3 0.000 0.225 0.236 78% 

2 0.000 0.091 0.167 41% 

2 0.000 0.000 0.205 88% 

No. of Homu 

No.of Homes 

Score-R Score-CCF Store-RAI 

80% 70% 30% 

17% 94% 17% 

95% 74% 7% 

Nor>-
Ord err, Inspections, compll1nces, 

RQJ ca CCF 

92% 91% 96% 

0% 97% 88% 

90% 88% 98% 

OVERAU 
Sc or~ 

60% 

43% 

59% 

Orcle~ 

CO' 

97% 

0% 

65% 

Complalnl 
Inspections 
, .. u1111111n 

non-
c:omnlbnce 

94% 

97% 

94% 

Cease of 
Admissions, on-

going police 

Invest! atlon 

On-going police 

Invest! atlon 

lnddence 
a s of 

fnspectfonl wonenl111 lnddenoe 
..,uld111ln prusure of 

nor>- ulcen- wonenlna 
comnft1nce RI02 n11fn· RIOSll 

92% 0% 66% 

82% 0% 31% 

82% 0% 0% 

L TCI00072878 

lnddtnceof 
wonenlRI' 
retfdent 

behavfour- =li·· No.of 
Alli Sco~DI Score-«!' Sco,..RAI Score Homu 

Cease of 

73% 85% 95% 46% 75% Admissions 4 

Police 

Involve me 
41% 20% 62% 24% 35% nt 

59% 89% 8 4% 20% 64% 
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